Wednesday

Try your hand at today’s word search from Richmond Athletics. Feel free to copy and distribute. Please send all entries to Kris Henderson, director of compliance, at khender3@richmond.edu. All correct answers will be entered into a drawing for two tickets to the upcoming men’s basketball game on November 9 at 7 p.m. when our own Spiders will take on the Longwood Lancers!

No matter where you work on campus, there are three things regarding NCAA compliance that every Richmond employee needs to know!

*Extra Benefits* – University of Richmond employees cannot provide student-athletes or their family members with any money, items of value (e.g., t-shirts, hats, souvenirs), or discounts on items or services unless the same benefits are provided to the general public and/or the general student population.

*No Recruiting* – Only NCAA-certified University of Richmond coaches are permitted to engage in off-campus recruiting activities. If you are aware of a prospective student-athlete that would be a good candidate to be a future Spider, please contact the particular sport’s coaching staff and let them know!

*Athletics Compliance Office is a Resource!* – NCAA rules and regulations can often be very complicated. Please use our office as a resource and feel free to contact us at any time at 804-287-6551. NCAA compliance is a shared responsibility!

As a special thank you to all staff for your partnership in compliance, the Compliance Office would like to treat you to a coffee or soft drink. Please redeem the coupon below.
Beverage Voucher Valid Wednesday November 7
Present this coupon (cut-out or image on your phone) for a
FREE 16oz BEVERAGE
Brewed Coffee, Hot Tea, Iced Tea, Soft Drinks
as available at participating locations below
Courtesy of: yoU R compliance

You must have a paper coupon or present an image to location cashier to participate. Only valid at participating locations for drinks listed for 11/7/18. Cannot be combined with other offers.
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